
 Palisade™  Collection



A Thriving Environment for Working and Healing

Supporting the work of caregivers across the 
health system also means accommodating 
family members, who are becoming active 
participants in the patient’s healing process.  
As part of the caregiving team, family 
members have expectations for information 
and physical support. Providing for these 
needs without detracting from care activities 
is key. The goal is to make everyone feel 
comfortable, informed, and engaged.



Palisade Collection
Designed by Jess Sorel

Palisade is based on research that shows the presence of family 
members can improve patient outcomes, communication, and 
satisfaction. In designing Palisade to accommodate guests in 
their role in the patient’s healing process, Jess Sorel was inspired 
by the thinking of one of the 20th century’s greatest designers, 
Charles Eames. He said, “The role of the designer is that of a very 
good, thoughtful host anticipating the needs of his guests.”
 
Building on earlier Nemschoff solutions, Palisade is an ensemble 
of family-centered furnishings that address the needs of guests 
around the clock, bringing patient and family closer together.





Stay Connected

Near the patient, but still in touch with the outside world. 
Optional built-in power outlets and USB ports keep phones and 
mobile devices at full power and ensure that guests can always 
find an open outlet just for them.



Remain Nearby

Share updates with family. Watch a movie or read a book while 
the patient sleeps. Check in with the office. Engage in a range of 
activities without having to leave the patient’s side. An optional 
table and adjustable lighting create ideal conditions for guests 
to feel comfortable and accommodated without getting in the 
way of other caregivers.







Feel Included 

Anticipating and supporting guests’ needs around the clock requires 
addressing a full day of activities, from eating and sleeping to sitting near 
the patient or staying busy while the patient rests. Palisade’s thoughtful 
features signal that guests are not only welcome, but encouraged, to stay 
with the patient.



Be Supported 

Ideal for all caregivers, the Daystand 
offers a convenient place to sit, stand, or 
work next to the patient’s bed. A nesting 
stool lets you sit at the patient’s eye level, 
and an inside shelf provides a convenient 
place to rest a glass, book, or phone.



Be Efficient 

Sofa and table are designed to provide 
extra workspace—without using extra 
floor space. The sofa’s utility arm 
provides a recessed area for small items 
and optional power and data. The base 
of the table slides neatly under the sofa 
to hold meals or work within reach and 
keep walkways clear.



Expand Possibilities

Specifically designed to support the role of family 
members as they participate in the patient’s care, 
Palisade goes wherever these activities occur, 
whether in patient rooms or nearby family areas. To 
achieve this versatility, every Palisade component 
was thoughtfully designed to nest, move, and use 
space efficiently.





Tote with optional power, USB, and lighting

Stool shape supports natural swivelingFlop Sofa adjustable table

Wipe-out design

Utility arm with optional power, USB, and lighting

Flop Sofa, sleep position

Daystand with Stool

Stool detail

Mobile Table with offset base



Jess Sorel 

Jess Sorel brings an artful approach and technical understanding to every project he 
designs. Driven by an intense curiosity about the context in which objects are made 
and used, his primary focus is on understanding and interpreting the world around 
him. He is inspired by bringing something new into the world, life spent outside the 
studio, and the possibility of delighting another human being with his work. He works 
in the San Francisco Bay area.

For more information, please visit nemschoff.com or call 800 203 8916. 
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Our Story 

At Nemschoff, we believe that people make a difference, things should be built to last, 
and design can improve the way we live, work, and heal. We’ve built our company, 
our furniture, and our reputation in Healthcare on this belief, and we continue this 
tradition by providing innovative solutions for any high-use environment, including 
education and public spaces. Our products combine high-quality materials and 
expertise, thoughtful features, and unparalleled comfort, into a unique style of craft 
and design that you will only find at Nemschoff. We’ve stayed true to this path for  
over 60 years, and we’re proud to offer you a broad portfolio of solutions that make  
a difference in people’s lives.
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